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Introduction

Dear reader,

Competitive power in business and levels of
prosperity are increasingly determined by our
ability to apply new knowledge in products, processes

and services. In r996, TNo once again did their best

to support their clients in doing just this. The
quality of our'product' and our clients' satisfaction

are a top prioriry.

During the year under review, we continued to
work hard building strategically imponant
partnerships. This is not only in the interest of rNo
but also in the interest of the Dutch knowledge

infrastructure. \Jfe have chosen to play an acrive

role in such developments. Our relationships with
universities, mal'or technological institutes and large

nap driven companies have been further intensified
and expanded. Suppon for the small and medium-
sized enterprises also remains a high priority.

TNo is progressing smoothly as it follows its

'Strategy 2ooo'plan drawn up in r994. Following a

slimming and restructuring period, there is now
room for growth and new initiatives. For the first
time in years, there has been a modest increase in
staffnumbers. This tumaround is expected to be

reflected in tumover growth in the coming years.

At Nrc 728 million, tumover was slightly down on

1995 (Nrc 743 million). The result of wrc rr million
was a little up on 1995. The turnover from contract

research totalled NLG 44o million in ry96 (1995:

M-c 444 million). Of that total, NLc ro5 million
can be attributed to foreign customers, NLG 223

million to Dutch industry and Nrc rrz million to
the Dutch government. The tumover from foreign

contract research made up almost a quarter of the

total turnover from contract research. This portion

of the tumover has remained proportionately

steady over the last three years.

Through 1No Management Bv, a rNo subsidiary,

we are unfolding various commercial activities.
u7ithin the knowledge-based organization that rNo
is, these activities have become an indispensable

instrument for making new knowledge profitable in
special cases.

It is rno's policy to fonifu our links with trade and

industry all over the world. Intemationalization
policy in r996 was aimed at both extending existing

activities and laying the foundation for new ones.
rWe managed to consolidate our market position in

Japan, primarily due to the success of rNo Road-

Vehicles Research Institute.
In Prague we opened a representative office to
enhance our Central and Eastem European market

position. This has already led to a definite increase

in tumover from international donor-financed
projects.

Suppon centres were opened in Detroit and

Kharkov (Ukraine) to offer specific assistance in
those market regions. For 1997, new facilities are

scheduled in the United States, Southeast Asia and
II(i'estern Europe.

Collaboration with universities is essential to
extending the development of our knowledge. Our
policy aims to strengthen ties with the universities,
partly through ioint ventures. In 1996, six ofthese
structural partnerships were operational. In 1997,

new fields in need of such stimulation will be

explored. rNo is working together with business

and R*o-organizations to establish 'top institutes'
in four areas: food, polymers, metals and

telematics. In our view, these top institutes can

provide an important impetus towards promoting
partnership between companies and research

institutes in the area of technological innovation in
the Netherlands. Moreover, tNo is participating in
almost all of the sub-programmes of the European

Union's Fourth Framework Programme.

A world dominated by those capable of effectively

and efficiently translating new knowledge into
products and services is one full of opportunity for
an organization like rNo. Our challenge is to
capitalize on those chances. !7e rherefore foresee a

growth in tumover, results and staffand view the

developments for rNo with confidence in 1997.

Jan A. Dekker

President of the rNo Board of Management



Key figures

In millions of Dutch guil&rs

(ualess stated otherwise)

Result
Result mvo

Result institutes
Result institutes as Yo of tumover contract research institutes

Depreciation of tangible fixed assets

Other means of lnvestments

Cash flow

!ncome
Tumover

Capltal expendlture
Capial expenditrre in buildings and fixed technical installations

Capital expenditure in equipment

Capital expenditure in tangible fixed assets as /o of tumover

Personnel
Average number of empoyees

Personnel costs

1996

11.4

17.0

3.9 o/o

7t.t
t4.7

97.2

728.4

18.6

40.5

8.1 oh

4,000

350.3

1995

10.3

L9.3

4.4o1o

86.0

7.9

1o4,2

743.4

15.9

40.8

7.60h

4,2OO

359.5

I994

5.5

24.3

5.50k

87.8

7.5

100.8

745.1

t4.2
37.7

7.O o/o

4,500

378.6



Balance sheet
after location ofresult

as at 3 r December 1996

(in thousands offhrtch guilders)

Flxed aarcts
Intangible fixed assets

Tangible fixed assets

Financial fixed assets

Currcnt a!!et3
Stocks and work in progress

Accounts receivable

Cash

Current llabllltleg

Operatlng capltal

Tota!

Finenced as follows:

Equlty
lnvortment lundr
Provlrlonr
Long-tsrm debtr

Total

cquallzatlon !ccount

?t-t2-1996

347,$;
162,040

3t-t2-1995

33

375,12L
75,317

24,889

l32,l19
54,1 I I

2ll,lL9

- 158,793

509,672

52,326

2L,704
L23,876

I 18,799

264,379

- 154,815

450,471

109,564

561,998 560,035

423,159
19,680

1L8,762

397

4ll,7t6
20,424

L26,933

966

561,998 550,035



Profit and loss

(io &ousan& of Putch guId€ts)

Turnover

Other operathgincome

Opcr.tlng lhcome

Personnel cotm

Dhectproied cocts

Othet operating costs

Deprecietionr of inungible fxed asssts

Depreciationr of ungible fixed aes€tg

Contributiom isrued

Op.rltlng lo3tt

Opcrrtlng ,.!ult

lncomc lrom llnanclal tlxcd !3tctt

lntcrcat re3clved

lntero3t pald

Operatlng te3ult

account t996

447,0OL

Lt3,2O2

L28,754
33

71,L47

4,836

765,198

7@,973

433,825

l27,tlz
126,435

33

86,049
.5,759

r996

727,962
37,236

1995

743,384

35,655

779,O39

- 779,2t3

L74

5rZ:72

5r6tLl

438

10,301

225

8r459

3,3O5

546

11,443



Ins & outs

rNo's mission is to strengthen the competitiveness
of trade and industry and to support governments

in policy formulation and implementation.

In this mission knowledge is the key factor.
Translating this knowledge into practical

applications is the chief activity of rNo. W'e acquire
knowledge by producing or purchasing it.
Knowledge that we process and combine and,
where necessary, enhance with knowledge
generated by our own research. lfe do this for
customers in the private and public sectors all over
the world. TNo's ourput is multifarious, from
quality control of consumer products to producing
complete instrumentation needed for satellite
analysis of the atmosphere's composition. Our
knowledge results in new or improved products.
'107e specialize in processes, functional materials,
production techniques, analysis and consultation.
In addition, we ffansfer our knowledge through
training and education, publications and

demonstration projects.

Knowledge portfolio
TNo's operational knowledge comprises more than

4oo key technologies. These make up our strategic
technology portfolio, and are grouped under the
following categories:

. Production

. Materials

. Environmental and process technologies

. Telematics and infomation

. Electro-engineering and physical systems

. Biotechnology

. Food

. Health

. Automotive and infrastructure

. Energy

. Building

. Applied geoscience

. Technology and policy studies

. D:tence

The individual knowledge of our staff acquires
added value by being pan of the knowledge
network in which the thirteen TNo institutes

operate. In this network, we strive for synergy and

we explore the possibilities generated by combining
knowledge from various fields. This purs TNo in a

strong position, especially in those segments of the
contract research market characterized by complex

issues. At the end of r995, 138 rNo inventions had
been protected under one or more patents. It t996,
another z8 inventions were added to the list.

Patents expired on zo of the inventions, so that at
year end 1996, TNo owned 146 protected findings.

Knowledge input
In the long term, if we want to continue to provide

the services demanded by the market, we must

continue to invest in new knowledge. tNo is
therefore continually involved in projects which
explore new oppoftunities for application, opening
up new fields of activiry, and becoming more
proficient in novel technologies. !7e are in a

position to do this partly thanks to the result

originating from our contract research. But more

imponantly, the government furnishes us the

necessary financial resources in the form ofbasic
financing and programme-related financing (see

Figure z, page rr). A very brief selection of some

predominantly govemment- funded projects

completed in 1996 is given below.

TNO lnstitute of lndustrial Technology

. Antifouling coating based on fibre deposition on metal

. Application of electrically active polymers in sensors,

LEDS, etc.

. Welding ol metal-matrix composites

TNO lnstitute ol Applied Physics

. Calibration facility for aerospace instrumentation

. Ceramidplastic composites (scratch rcsistant plastic)

TNO R oa d- Ve h icl e s R esea rch I n stitute

. New crash dummy tor whiplash studies

. Sensors for use in 'smaft vehicle'concept

TNO Building and Construction Research

. Expeft system for damage analysis ot historic

brickwork

. Prolonging the lifetime of residential stock

TNO Nutrition and Food Research lnstitute

, Method to determinethetotal anti-oxidant effect olfood



. Anti-microbial effect of milk peptides and reduction of

dianhoea in calves

TNO lnstitute of Environmental Sciences, Energy

Research and Process lnnovation

. Anorexia toxica (in water fleas) as an indication ot

polluted surtace water

. Recovery of almost pure lead from waste (Lerefleos)

TNO Prins Maurits Laboratory

. ldentification of toxins used in biological weapons

. Fast dischargeable, bipolat lead-sulphur battery

An imponant part of knowledge input is related to

the inflow of new staff. Of the 39o appointed in
1996,260 were academics and 6r had a higher

vocational training background. By the end of
1996, rNo employed r,846 academics and 852

higher vocational training graduates. In other

words, of the total tuo worldorce, almost 5o

percent is made up of academics and more than zo

percent of higher vocational training graduates.

TNO and the universities
TNo's mission implies an essential link between the

universities and the market/society. Partnerships

with universities are vital to TNo's knowledge input.

This relationship with the academic world
manifests itself in various ways. The structural,
perrnanent ioint ventures between rNo and

universities, which involve equal input from the

respective university and TNo, are important
pladorms for collaboration. The primary objective

of these joint ventures is to foster the transfer of

Tablel

Permanent lolnt vontuEs bahileen TNO and unlvergltles

Joint venture

TNO-RUL Centre for Phytotechnology+

TNO Centre for Protein Technolow+

Centre for Veteinary Health and Envircnmental Hygiene,+

TNO Centre fot &il Management and Remediation Technologies+

TNO-TUE Centre for Building Research+

TNO-TUD Centre for lightweight structures +

high-quality university research into market

applications. The six existing joint ventures are

summarized in Table r. Preparations are underway

for thineen new joint ventures. Our ties to the

universities are close in terms of staff as well (see

Figure r). In 1996, 46 rNo employees were part-

time professors, with 15 of those professorships

financed through a special fund established by rNo
(year-end 1996). An annual sum of Nr,c a million is
earmarked for financing post-graduate

programmes.

Figure 1

Stalt rolatlon8hlp betwson TNO
and unlversltles

Doctorates

r TNoprofessor

I Trainee research

assistantships

University

Univercity of Leiden

Agicultural Universv of Wageningen

UnivercW of Utrecht

Agicultural Univercity of Wageningen

Technical Univedty of Eindhoven

Technical University of Deltt



I French astronaut with a portable blood-pressure meter, the

Porlapres, developed by TNO.

; Ono of the cluster proiects aims to improvs the quality in the

chain ol wheat - trom grain to baked prcduct.

Cluster proiects
Other important mechanisms for acquiring

knowledge at rNo are cluster projects and projects

performed as part ofthe European research

programmes.

Cluster proiects are suategic research and

development projects in which high-tech

companies and research institutes collaborate.

These projects are partly funded by the Dutch
Ministry of Economic Affairs. The policy of
working together with nap driven companies to
realize strategic, large-scale projects has been

successful. From 1993 to 1995, rNo was involved in
rz of the r4 projects remunerated by the Ministry
of Economic Affairs. During 1996, tNo was

engaged in 13 ofthese cluster proiects, and three

more started up at the end of the year. The separate

financing arrangement originally created by the

Ministry of Economic Affairs for these profects has

now been terminated. In the future, financial

support for the cluster projects will come from the

Ministry of Economic Affairs' programme-related

financing.

Cluster Projects started in 1994/1995

. *parationtechnology/thin layers

. processingtechnology/meatprocessing

. productiontechnology/thermoplastics

. information technology/computer architecture

. functional materials/glass and ceramics

. food technology/wheat chain

. information technology/process control

. suiace technology/coatings

. functional mateials/crash safety

. productiontechnologyhapid prolotyping

. informationtechnology/simulatordevelopment

Cluster Projects shrted in 1996

. processtechnology/cementproduction

. informationtechnology/revalidation

. informationtechnology/inspection

. productiontechnology/appliedphysics

. productiontechnology/mechatronics

In cluster projects, TNo not only collaborates with

large companies like Stork, Holec, Unilever and

Hoogovens. !7e are also working together with the

Technical University of Delft (Faculty of
Chemistry and Materials Science) on a project for

the casting industry. This 'I-ost Foam'project is

coordinated by I-ovink-Terborg ov. Other partners

involved in the project are Gemco Lost-Foam,

Gemco Engineers and De Globe sv. The idea is to

embed a plastic foam model in sand. When poured

in, molten iron causes the foam to evaporate and

fills out its shape. rXrith this new method, complex

products can be cast with a new freedom ofdesign

and with extreme precision.

European research proglammes are also vital to

knowledge build-up at rNo. The European research

programmes in which rNo participates include the

ru Founh Framework Programme, euRnxe and

EUcLTD (ruRrxa's defence counterpart), as well as

pneRr and TACIS. This last proiect was specially

initiated to offer support to Central and Eastem

Europe.



Output

A breakdown ofthe turnover percentages at rNo is

provided in Figure z. Not only is knowledge an

important resource at rNo, it is also our major
product. A principal portion of our knowledge is

generated in contract research. Figure 3 and Table

z provide a more detailed impression of the

magnitude of this share of our output and the

related market sectors. Figure 3 gives a global

breakdown of the contract research turnover, while

Table z, page rz shows a breakdown by ministry.

In our'Strategy zooo'document we formulated
guidelines for classifuing markets of rNo. Next year,

these guidelines will be used for arranging rNo

output according to clusters of economic activity

that are important for the Netherlands. As we are

currently in a transitional phase in terms of the

financial reporting, we shall confine ourselves to a
qualitative summary.

The domestic market tumover showed relatively

sharp growth (more than ro percent) in the market

clusters Multimedia and Telecommunications
(r9 percent), Commercial Services (r3 percent) and

Chemistry (rz percent). The Manufacturing

Industry and Health cluster remained more or less

at the same level. For TNo tumover, the most

imponant clusters are those of Commercial

Services and Manufacturing Industry (including

Figurc 2
Brcakdown of 1996 tumover lor TNO

I Contract rsssarch

I Govemment financing

- Total

the metal-electrical technology industry together

with the plastics processing industry and a few

smaller sectors, like textiles, clothing, fumiture,
glass, ceramics, paper and cardboard). The

Commercial Services cluster has shown steady

turnover growth in the last few years, and the

Manufacturing Industry cluster has slighdy

stagnated, partly due to the recession in the

machines and equipment sector.

In the foreign market, turnover in terms of volume

was dominated by the EU countries, Intemational

Organizations (e.g. ru, \trforld Bank, uN), Japan and

Northern America. Roughly speaking, neither the

current 14 percent growth in the Japanese market

nor the 4 percent growth in the tumover generated

from International Organizations could compensate

for the decline experienced in other sectors. Our
poliry was accordingly modified in 1996 to reverse

the downtum in turnover from the Bu countries and

Northern America and to realize extra rumover
growth in Japan, Central and Eastem Europe,

Southeast Asia as well as from proiects for
Intemational Organizations.

In 1996, preparations were finalized for a prestigious

ioint project with the German Fraunhofer Gesellsdraft.

The aim of the project is to strengthen the link
between science and technology in Russia and the

country's market economy. A specific policy in

these fields will be developed for four regions. In

Figurc 3
Contraclrcsearch turnover

I Govemmenl

r Companievorganisation

I Domestic

I Foreign

r Total



12 Table 2

Turnover from Government Contract Besearch (in millions of Dutch guilders)

t A pineapple slicer cutter is an example of a succesfull product

development. The product has found its way all over the world on

a large scale.

General Affai rs/J u stice/ Home Aflai rs/Finance

Foreign Affairs

Education, Culture and Science

Delence

Housing, Spatial Planning and Environment

Transpott, Public Works and Water Management

Economic Affairs

Agiculture, Nature Management and Fisheries

Social Affairs and Employment

Health, Welfare and Sport

Local authorities

fotal

1996

1.9

3.5

0.7

51.2

13.3

16.1

7.0

1.1

2.5

4.2

9.9

111.4

I 995

0.6

4.8

1.4

40.7

15.2

16.0

7.2

1.3

3.1

3.3

o(
103.1

1 994

2.4

6.1

0.9

31.2

19.1

18.3

13.3

1.3

3.8

4.3

9.2

109.9

Cenue for Soil and Sediment Remediation Research,

rNo Multimedia and Telecommunications and TNo

Centre for Ageing Research. Other centres to be set

up before long are TNo Centre for Crime and Fraud

Prevention and Security, and rNo Centre for
Traffic and Transpon.

Optimum knowledge yield
Knowledge developed by rNo is only profitable

when it seryes a market with purchasing power or

meets a social objective. Three stages can be

distinguished in the course of developing

knowledge: the fundamental stage, the applications-

oriented stage and the commercial stage. The
govemment affords TNo the means to bridge the

first two stages. The market needs to fund the third
one. Sometimes it is not possible to find a company

that wants or can afford the cost of commercializing

a TNo finding. Companies may lack the required

expertise or deem the risk too great. If in such cases

rNo does not proceed itself with the third stage,

there is a chance that the finding will be lost. In
some cases, TNo therefore assumes the responsibiliry

for producing and commercializing a product. This

happens predominantly for specialized software

packages which have been developed for use at rNo

and are continually upgraded. Some examples are:

MADyMo, Vehicle Dynamics Database, Delft Tyre

addition, the project aims to help the Russian

research organizations improve their market

orientation.

Business centres
Special TNo Business Centres have been established

to serve markets whose needs cross the boundaries

of individual institutes. In 1996, TNo Pharma (see

also page 34) joined the existing cenffes - rNo



Software, Effects, Kno\Wind, cyclE, BERTIX, TNo

Stereotest, Sofia software, and Totvto software.

Generally, rNo may find an application for its

knowledge in three ways. A company that is
prepared to determine the market value of the

knowledge can license it. If that does not work, tNo
tries to find a company with whom to jointly

undertake further development, and thus share the

risk. In the second case, TNo withdraws from
pafiicipation as soon as the company is capable of
proceeding independently. If the second option

does not work either, rNo may decide to further

develop the finding itself under a separate,

independent organizational form. rNo has

established rNo Management Bv (rMB) for this

purpose and owns roo percent of its shares. rrvls

functions as a holding company for a number of
spin-off companies. As of r April 1997, there were

ten maiority interest participations and nine

minoriry interest participations.

Consultancy and knowledge transfer
A substantial proportion of TNo's output is

consultancy. One noteworthy project is the 'snu
Initiative' that targets small and medium-sized

enterprises (smes) wishing to take strategic steps

towards new, more competitive technology and

market positions. Professional consultants guide

individual companies along an advisory trajectory.

Their goal is to achieve a strategic plan centred

around both utilizing new knowledge and ensuring

future markets for the company's products.

Improving efficiency is also incorporated in the

strategic plan. Following a trial period, proiects had

started at 30 companies by the end of 1996. One of
the beneficial side effects is that the contacts

established help promote knowledge transfer from

rNo to the sME. An initial evaluation of the

initiative showed positive results.

rxo's knowledge products are presented world-
wide at trade fairs and exhibitions. Some of the

trade fairs in which we participated during the year

were:

. SmaftCard'96 (London)

. Hydro'96 (Rotterdam)

. Power Gen (New Delhi)

. Glas Tec'96 (Dilsseldon)

. Suppott'96 (Utrecht)

. RAI Building Fair (Amsterdam)

, Hannover Messe (Hannover)

. Aquatech (Amsterdam)

. lKK96 (N|rnberg)

. Energy Economy'96 (Amsterdam)

. Holland Oil & Gas (Amstetdam)

, Eusar'96 (Konigswinte)

. ITEC'96 (The Hague)

, Eurosatory'96(Paris)

. lnterAuto'96 (Amsterdam)

. Telematica(Amsterdam)

I Rapid Prototyping is an indispensable aid in new product

development. The photograph shows a vacuum cleaner

housing.

A substantial amount of rNo's knowledge was

disseminated in the form of reports and
publications. In 1996, rNo published approximately

5,5oo research reports and 6,ooo 'inspection

reports'. TNo staff were also authors of r,4oo
publications including 39 dissertations.



t Dr. Gerrit de Leeuw

Senior Research Fellows

'l'NO conf'ers on those rescarchcrs x'ith an

exceptional history ofservrce its 'Senior Rcscarch

Fcllor.v'. In r996, tirur txo staff u'cre au'arriecl this

rccognition.

Air - sea exchange
Dr. Gerrit de Leeuw (r949) has worked since r98o

at the TNo Physics and Electronics I-aboratory, one

of tNo's three defence research institutes. Gerrit de

Leeuw studies the exchange ofgases and aerosols

between the ocean and the atmosphere. Or to be

more specific, the influence hereof on the

propagation of electromagnetic radiation in the

atmosphere. De Leeuw is primarily interested in
the processes at work on the interface between air

and water, where the breaking waves create a

pernanent presence of salry droplets. The small

salt-laden droplets, usually known as aerosols, hang

in the air for shorter or longer periods of time: large

ones stay for a few minutes, very small ones can

remain airborn for days. The research team is

trying to come up with a model to describe and

predict the view over the sea. How far can a laser

beam reach? How much will scattering and

absorption weaken the beam? What distance can an

infra-red camera span? An imponant factor in all

these questions is the size distribution of the

aerosols. This field of research has assumed a

broader relevance in recent years as part of the

discussion over climate changes. The interaction

between the atmosphere and the ocean plays a

crucial role in this, and collaborative projects have

been set up with environmental researchers and

meteorologists. It is a generally accepted fact that

aerosols greatly influence the climate. Other

imponant issues are the effects of the ocean in

regulating the climate by air-sea exchanges of
greenhouse gases.

Extraordinary powers of discernment

Jan van der Greef (r952) is Managing Director of
TNo Pharma and part-time professor at the

Universiry of Leiden. He ioined rNo in r98o and

since then has made a name for himself with his

research in the field of chemical analysis techniques

based on mass spectrometry. A major category,

mass spectrometers utilize the fact that the orbital

curvature ofan electrically charged particle (ion) in

a magnetic field depends on the mass to charge

ratio of the particle. This method only works if one

is able to evaporate the sample into volatile

constituents and ionize it. Jan van der Greef has

broken new ground in the field ofanalyzing

samples that cannot be evaporated without

suffering degradation. His team was among the the

first in the world to couple mass spectrometry with

high-performance liquid chromatography to

separate non-volatile mixtures. Another success

was the introduction of new types of ion sources

that are capable of ionizing non-volatile compounds

- initially by field ionization, later by plasma

desorption and laser desorption. This relatively

fundamental work has since acquired numerous

applications. For instance, it is a way for tNo to

monitor growth hormones in Dutch veal. And the

pharmaceutical industry is highly interested in the

microscopic precision of the laser desorption

technique which, for example, can be used to study

the biochemistry in individual cells.

i Prof. Dr. Jan van der Greef



Preventing traffic injuries
One plane crash a day with r5o casualties. That is

what the average number of trafiic deaths per day

in Europe is comparable to. It is against such a sad

background that the work of Jac rifismans (r948)

has gained prominence. He has worked at the rNo

Road-Vehicles Research Institute since r978 on

crash safety.

The Crash Safety Research department studies the

effects ofimpacts on vehicles. It concentrates on

developing advanced crash test dummies,

mathematical simulations and road safety, and

finding applications for these developments. The

integration of mathematical simulation and full-
scale crash models produces particularly interesting

results. This, taken with rwo's independent status,

has given the depanment special status. Almost all

major car manufacturers use the technology

developed by this rNo section. National and

international agencies in charge oftraffic safety also

make grateful use of the knowledge in this

depanment. Jac !ilismans has played a crucial role

in the development and testing of the r*eovrrao

crash simulation program with an increasing

number of applications world-wide. New challenges

continue to arise in the area of safety for pedestrians,

cyclists, and motorcyclists in collisions with

automobiles. At the moment, the problem of
whiplash is receiving special attention.

Since 1989, Jac lfismans has also been a pan-time

professor in the Injury Biomechanics Department

at the Universiry of Technology in Eindhoven.

How do we keep blood vessels open?
Kees Kluft (1946) staned working for rNo in r97z

at the former Gaubius Institute, which specialized

in research on blood and blood vessels. He focuses

on a process called fibrinolysis. In the blood

system, there is a delicate balance between clot

formation and clot dissolution. If the wall of a

blood vessel is damaged, substances are released

which induce the clotting process. A fibrous

netwerk is formed from fibrin to close the wound.

The clotting process must, at some point, stop. The

clot must also be cleared away as soon as the vessel

damage is healed - fibrinolysis. The Kluft group has

contributed greatly to unravelling the process and

identifring the key substances. Their results are

particularly useful in the battle to prevent and treat

hean attacks. lVith age, fatty deposits, or plaques as

they are termed, form on the inside of the blood
vessel walls. If such a deposit breaks, a clot forms.

This can become dangerously large if the anti-
clotting mechanism fails or if there is a shonage of

substances capable of breaking clots down. The
insight gained into the blood system can be used by

clinicians and the pharmaceutical industry. In the

last several years, they have started to play an

increasingly important role in the policy of
prevention.

Prof. Dr. Kees Kluft is a part-time professor at the

Catholic University of Rome.

I Prof. Dr. Kees Kluft

t Prof. Dr. J.S.H.M. Wismans



Toppers

Steam-drying: paradox realized
At first glance, steam-drying may seem somewhat paradoxical. After all, steam coming out of a kettle looks

fairly moisty, and indeed it is. This type of steam is not suitable for drying, since it will only make a

product wetter through condensation.

However, raising the steam's temperature until it gets overheated creates an entirely different condition. To
dry a product, overheated steam can be applied to it. The product, which is wet, is heated, so that the

water begins to evaporate. The overheated steam cools and absorbs water vapour from the product. As

Iong as the steam in the dryer remains overheated, steam is an excellent medium for drying products. A
major advantage of this drying process is that the evaporated water becomes available in the form of steam

which has a high energy content which can often be used in other processes.

Early 1997, a joint European project will be completed which aims at exploring the options for steam-

drying paper and textiles. The project has resulted in a continuous pilot steam-dryer with which drying

speeds can be achieved of five to ten times higher than conventional drying techniques (heated cylinders).

An additional advantage of this technique is that higher energy efficiency is obtained provided that the

steam generated in the process can be utilized elsewhere. Such utilization requires a process integrated

approach. Furthermore, the qualiry of the products dried according to the new technique can compete

with the quality of conventionally dried products. These advantages also apply to products of other

materials.

(TNO Institute of Enviromental Sciences, Energy Research md Process Imovation, Henk van Deventer)

Small companies go olf at score with TNO
Score s.v. is an excellent example of how small companies can develop a successful partnership with rNo.

After its first contact with rNo, the company quickly realized that our knowledge and experience in product

development were a perfect match with their own plans to expand Score's product range. Score is active in
the market for work chairs for industrial environments, and foresaw a stabilization of demand in that

market.

In a brainstorming session with rNo, a plan was defined which created new oppoffunities while staying

close enough to Score's core competences. The plan involved convenience products for a broad target

group. Score defined several strict requirements: the range was to include functional convenience items

which were practical and safe but also attractive, with an image of vitality. And the price had to be right.

Now the 'Score Safe and Easy Products' range is beginning to take shape. The first product was the

'Splash Shower Seat', developed to make the process of taking a shower easier and safer for senior citizens

and convalescent patients. Continuing on the same line, the 'Score Bath Seat' was developed, which

allowed the user to move into and out of the bath tub safely as well as dry off and get dressed while sitting

down. The Bath Seat is mounted on the edge of the tub. The Seat recently won the 'iF Product Design

Award Best of Category 1997', a prestigious design prize conferred annually by the 'Industrie Forum

Design Flannover' (iF). The Bath Seat had previously been awarded the 'Recognition for Quality
Industrial Design r997'. Other products made iointly by Score and rNo include the 'Score \tr(Iork Top', the

'Score Trolley', the 'Score Sit-Stand Stool' and the 'Score Office Trolley'.
(TNo Institute oflndustrial Technology, Alfred vm Elk, Tom van der Horet)





Computerized moisture diagnosis
An estimated zo percent of the homes in the Netherlands are affected by moisture and mould. The

Secretariats of the Rent Tribunals process between r3rooo to r5rooo complaints every year. In coniunction
with and in suppon of these tribunals, TNo has developed a system that facilitates complaint processing.

The Moisture Diagnosis Expert System 2.o is a 'knowledge-based' system that is specially designed for
moisture and mould problems in houses. The system covers the entire range of damage caused by flaws,

design errors and construction mistakes. Damage caused by the complex interaction of building, installa-

tion, maintenance and use is also included. The system's joint development by TNo and end-users is a

unique feature. This approach was possible because we could use a system developed by nvo that
facilitates user-friendly entry of knowledge into expert systems.

The diagnosis system is based on visual information collected through on-site inspection and on informa-
tion deduced from construction plans. The system is intended to support the user in resolving disputes

between tenants and landlords. The support comprises a technical analysis which can be reviewed and put

into a report. This ensures uniformity of the Rent Tribunals' diagnoses while the application of knowledge

increases the quality and professionalism of the diagnoses. Positive spin-offs are that Rent Tribunals are

less vulnerable when experienced staff leave and that training needs are less acute. The diagnosis system is

also highly suitable for transferring and immediately implementing conventional or new knowledge on-site.
The system contains recent information on subjects such as mould, occupant behaviour and ventilation.

ln1997 an assessment will be made of the system as it is applied by the Secrerariats of the Rent Tribunals.
The system was developed with support from the Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and

Environment.
(TNO Building ud Construction Research, Olaf Adm)

Battlef ield Management System for the'desert fox'
The 'digitization of the battlefield' is in full swing, with information technology for military activities

continuing to make rapid headway as a dominant factor. TNo is now involved in introducing the Battlefield
Management Systems (nus) into vehicles of the Royal Netherlands Army. The mobile combat units of the

future can rely on sophisticated information technology. Our current goal is to give commanders a better

view of the position, situation and fighting strength of their own and of hostile units. A BMS automatically
distributes information about a vehicle's situation to the unit's other vehicles as well as other units. ntus

can thus be described as a mobile network of vehicle computers which provide information services to
commanders in operational military conditions.

In 1996 the Royal Netherlands Army initiated the process of introducing these systems. The first vehicle

type to be considered for application of a system was the 'Fennek', an exploration vehicle whose name

means 'desert fox'. rNo is involved in the joint venture which was created to analyse al1 the practical

implications of the introduction of a BMS. rNo also examined the functionality and technical feasibility of a
BMS. Since the sivls for the Fennek must fit into an integrated command and control infrastructure, the link

to other command systems will cenainly receive the attention it deserves.

(TNO Physics md Electronics Laboratory, Kees d'Huy)



NS Ultrasonic Company

New generation of rail inspection

In t9g7, the new 'Ultrasonic Rail Inspection'train, for which rNo realized the ultrasonic measuring system, goes

into operation. The Dutch Railways (us) Uluasonic Company will then be able to check at a speed of 75 km per

hour for cracks or fractures in the tracks. Now that rail tafEc is becoming increasingly busier, the 5o km an hour

top speed ofthe first generation Rail Inspection System - which was also developed by rxo - is considered too

slow. The measuring principle used is based on detecting reflected ultrasonic sound pulses. To guarantee the

absolute reliability of the rail inspection, measurements are taken at two millimetre intervals, sending sound in

different directions through the rails to detect any horizontal and/or vertical faults.

(rNo Institute of Applied Physics, Jaap Roos)



t Resoarch inlo a soap fllm btred on carbohydrates.

+ TNO was involved in a prciecl to solve vibraton problems in a

floating buoy oft lhe Columbian coast trom which tankers load

crud6 oil.

Carbohydrates: the raw material tor the
detergents of the future
Starch is a highly versatile raw material. The
carbohydrate elements from which starch is made

up can be converted into useful detergent

components, an important class of which are

surface-active derivatives, better known as

surfactants. The primary reason why this is

worthwhile is because one can utilize it as a neutral

carbon dioxide raw material. A further reason is

surfactants based on inexpensive carbohydrates like
glucose and lactose. This has resulted in a metho-

dology which allows the relevant properties of such

compounds to be predicted quickly and simply.

Major parameters include: solubiliry, aggregation

behaviour (formation of micells, emulsifoing
properties, etc.) and the minimum concentration

required for aggregation. Initial cleaning tests have

produced promising results.

(TNO-Netherlands Institute for Carbohydrate Research,

Henk van Doren)

Fascinating Columbian adventure
The Bluewater engineering firm faced a problem

with a floating buoy offthe Columbian coast from
which tankers load crude oil. The loading process

had to be accelerated. But after an increase in the

flow speed, ominous sounds and vibrations inside

the buoy made it obvious that something was

wrong. The flow pattems in this type of buoy are

complex certainly when the buoy is connected to

various pipelines. So Bluewater contacted TNo to
track down the cause of the problem. Bluewater
needed special expertise and measuring equipment,

which they found at rNo. W'e possess internationally
recogrrized expefiise in the field of fluid dynamics

and vibrations in pipeline systems. Over the years

TNo has built up vast experience of calculating and
predicting pulsations and yibrations. The mafor

instrument for analysing this type of problem is the
puLsIM computer program, developed by rNo. This
package and the studies carried out with it enioy a

world-wide reputation.

To identiff the cause of the pulsations, rNo
performed on-site measurements which indicated

that cavities were being created: air bubbles in the

liquid which, when they implode near a wall, may

cause erosion. Using calculation models, rNo
determined where and why high, local flow speeds -
combined with pulsations - created cavities. The
same programs enabled us to chart what the effect

of various remedial steps could be. Ultimately, a

range of options was identified, and the most

feasible altemative was selected..

(TNO Institute of Applied Physics, Jan Smeulers)

that conventional petroleum-based products such

as alkylbenzene sulphonates and alkylphenol

ethoxylates are poorly biodegradable and may have

an adverse impact on the fenility of male

organisms.

There is good reason to assume that these common

surfactants can be replaced by molecules which
have a carbohydrate head group (to dissolve the

molecule in water) and a fatty alkyl tail (to absorb

fat and dirt). ruo has examined the relationships

between the molecular structure, the physical

properties and the application potential of



A new look at the washing process
$?ater, the right detergent and a proper stir in the

washing machine is enough to get most clothes

clean. This process is so familiar that the suggestion

by nto experts that we do not really understand

how it works seems odd. Soap lowers the water's

surface tension. Mechanical action enhances the

washing effect. That much is clear from the text
books. But closer examination at t}le micro level

reveals that things are not as obvious as they seem.

Washing with a liquid that has a lower surface

tension than that of water is unsuccessful. Fluid
mechanics teaches us that the flow speed at the

textile/water interface, where the dirt is located, is

virtually zero.

Finding out what the washing process actually

involves took a Ph.D. research project and plenty of
additional research at rNo. The first conclusion was

that there is definitely a flow in the threads which is
created by the motion of bending and stretching

threads which gives them a pumping action.These

flows have a decisive effect on the action of the

surfactants (soap), and the impact of this was

studied in a draining soap film. tJ(/hen a mobile,
vertical soap film drains, the surfaces shift
downwards. These shifts cause variations in the

surface tension at the lower horizontal border of the

film. As these variations are smoothed out, sudden

movements occur along with increasing migration
of thin film elements. In a similar way, it is possible

for sudden movements to occur on a textile surface

in a detergent solution. Such movements create the

washing effect. These new insights may in the

future contribute to better washing machines.

(TNO Cleaning Techniques Research Institute, Laboratory

of Physical Chemistry of the Technical Univereity of Delft,

V.A. Nierstrasz)

Pseudo-oestrogenic compounds give male
carp female sex organs
On zr November 1996, an article was published in
the periodical Nature that caught the attention of
many. The article reported the effects of 'pseudo-
oestrogen' compounds on the sexual development

of young, male carp. When exposed to such

substances as alkyl phenols, the male fish developed

female sex organs.

This research was carried out iointly by rNo and 21

the Agricultural University of Wageningen. Its
significance is linked to growing concem about a

possible relationship between exposure to

substances in the environment which are biochemically

related to sex hormones and a decrease in human

fenility which has been suggested by some

researchers. Reproductive disorders in some

animals described in joumals have been related to
environmental pollution. These repons have

indicated changes in the appearance and operation

ofthe sex organs.

Researchers gratefully used the fact that carp takes

a long time before the sexes begin to differentiate

themselves from one another through the development

of male or female sexual characteristics. The

differentiation begins after around fifty days. Ifthe

a LaboEtory rossarch on ths sttsct ol ps€udc,o€strogen on ths

devslopmenl ol s€x organs ol malo carp.

I TNO now combines its convontional practical resoarch with

r€soarch on fundamental washing procasses

young males are exposed to substances that have

oestrogenic effects, they develop female sex organs.

The researchers believe that this is suffrcient cause

to draft regulatory standards.

(TNo Nutrition and Food Reseuch Institute, Sylvia Gimeno)





NATO uses lntranet in training exercise
The Naro exercise known as 'Strong Resolve' is scheduled for the spring of 1998. The plan is for comman-
ders to be supported by special Intranet facilities in the execution oftheir duties. rNo is intensely involved
in preparations for this facility, which is an illustration of the application of civilian technology for military

purposes.

In phase r of the 'arso programme' (Advanced Information Services Demonstration), the Netherlands
cooperates with the United States and the United Kingdom. France will loin in phases z and 3. The

Netherlands' contribution will be the combination and integration of several technologies: ArM
(Asynchronous Transfer Mode) basic technology, security of applications and Internet technology in the
broad sense of the term. Services will include video-conferencing, real-time video-image enhancement,

network management and multi-level secured web search.

The highlight of phase r was the intemational ArsD presentation in the United Kingdom and in the
Netherlands by the end of 1996. The demonstration showed that the system can be used successfully for

teleconferencing and teleworking, including satellite links, and that the electronic mail system is suffrciently
secured. Information management with various levels of confidentiality on one and the same web server

satisfied all requirements. Integration of our real-time video processor was also successful. Our images files
can be opened from any terminal in the arso network. Phase r has now been successfully completed. In

phase z the focus will shift to military applicability and readiness.

(TNO Physics and Electronics Laboratory, Eric Luiiif)

A green outlook for Philips Sound & Vision
The combination of population growth and rising per capita prosperiry could create major environmental

problems in the next century if we do not start handling raw materials and energy more efficiently and
reduce the negative effects of production and consumption. This implies a factor ten jump in the 'eco-

efficiency' for the next 50 years. Radical innovation is inevitable. Fornrnately, businesses understand how
serious the situation is. In 1995, TNo's Jacqueline Cramer was invited by Philips Sound & Vision/Business
Electronics to join a two-year proiect, the aim of which was to define a strategic approach for environmen-
tal management and improve eco-efficiency by a factor of four. This improvement was to be accomplished
by incorporating environmental aspects in strategy and planning for the earliest phase ofproduct develop-

ment. Working with her Philips colleagues, Cramer developed the srRrrcn methodology: Selection of
sTRategic EnvironmenTal CHallenges. The plan has five steps: identift the major forces determining

corporate strategy; define a number of plausible scenarios and define a list of producr/market strategies for
each scenario; identiS environmental oppornrnities and threats in each scenariol select environmental

improvementsl and accomplish the environmental improvements for each product/market combination.

The process will enter phase 5 early next year. A maior factor in the ultimate decisions will of course be the
extent to which new products may reinforce Philips' market position. The new philosophy will give the
environment new dimensions in a company. It will be part of strategic policy and decision-making by

senlor management.
(TNO Centre for Technology and Policy Studies, Jacqueline Crmer)



I TNO was involv€d in a prcj*t to adjust the Polish

car brand FSO to Westeuropean emission standards.

+ TNO expertise in low-noise construction was applied in the

new DAF truck.

Where less is better
Much traffrc noise is caused by passing trucks and

buses. The European Union is responding to this

problem by tightening appropriate emission limits

while allowing manufacturers suffrcient time to

adiust their products. To measure noise emissions,

the nu makes use of a 'pass-by test'. In 1996, the

test's limit was lowered once again by 4 dn(e). The

European project, known as pIANo, aimed to

examine how truck and bus producers could

anticipate these new noise emission limits. The
project ran from r99z to 1996.

The stricter limits push up the costs of production.

Every year 3oo,ooo heavy trucks and buses are

into technical tools which could be applied in the

design process. The tools developed by rNo have

now been successfully implemented by Fiat and

DAF Trucks.
(TNO Institute ofApplied Physics, Jan Verheii)

Adiusting Polish cars to Western environ-
mental standards
Early r995, TNo was asked to contribute to the

development of a multi-point fuel iniection system

for the rso r.6r engine. rso's obiective was to

reduce emissions to Euro-II level and to add ro

percent to the engine's torque and power. The

ultimate goal was to extend the lifetime of the rso

engine, first constructed in the fifties, into the year

zooo. The participants in this project included rso,

ABTMEX nv (the FSo importer in the Netherlands),

Delphi Energy & Engine Management Systems

(representing General Motors) and rNo. rNo had

previously ioined forces with aaturx to adjust the

rso engine so that it met the us'83 emission

standards.

Since European legislation has now been

significantly tightened with new limit values for co,

nc and No, emissions (Euro-II level), it was

imperative to make further cuts in the rso r.6 lite
engine's emissions. This goal was in fact

conflicting with the goal of increasing engine

power. The solution was found in a multi-point fuel

injection system. rNo undenook development and

calibration for the system, based on Delphi

technology. The engine required intemal
(combustion chamber) and extemal (camshaft)

modifications. As the entire combustion process

was optimized and fine-tuned, both the emissions

and power objectives were achieved.

By the end of 1995 FSo was taken over by Daewoo.

The Daewoo rso r.6r MpFI satisfies the latest

emissions standards and will be introduced mid-r997.

(TNO Road-Vehicles Research Institute, Pieter Jan

Brandenbug)

manufactured in'Westem Europe. So, the

significance of designing and building quieter

vehicles is clear.

Virnrally all major European truck manufactlrrers

were represented in the nr,lNo proiect. TNo was one

of the panners involved. Low-noise design is one of
our specialties, which was developed when the

Royal Netherlands Naly invited rNo to help

develop quieter ships. Another rNo specialty

developed over the past few decades is in
prevention and reduction of traffic noise. The

ueNo proiect focused on converting research ideas



Measuring blood pressure without gravity
The future Intemational Space Station (tss) which

is being built by NASA in cooperation with Russia,

Europe, Canada an Japan will include a Human

Research Facility. This faciliry will allow

investigators to conduct research on human

subjects conceming adaptation to the space

environment and to monitor the crew from a health

perspective. Thus, risks associated with human

space flight may be quantified and evenrually

reduced. In many cases a continuous recording of
blood pressure and rcc is essential.

The Portapres developed by rNo has been selected

by Nesa and its main contractor rnuc Life Sciences,

Houston, to fulfill this function in the Human

Research Faciliry, since it provides a noninvasive

measurement of blood pressure in a continuous

and ambulatory (compact, light-weight, battery

powered) fashion. Portapres is unique in its

capabilities.

The Ponapres Model 3.I which is currently being

developed by rNo for Nasa will be a modified

version ofa version which has been developed for

the French Space Agency cNEs-Toulouse for space

flight on the rvlrn Space Station, and which has been

succesfully used in the cassroprr mission in 1996.

The new model will additionally include an

integrated ECG measurement and storage system,

along with full control of Ponapres and real time

monitoring of the measurement data by the Human

Research Facility central computer. rNo will
manufacture ten complete systems, five of them to

be used in space, the other five are meant for

training purposes.

('rno Institute ofApplied Physics, Jos Settels)

Chemical weapons betrayed by fingerprints
in blood
uTere Gulf lVar soldiers exposed to chemical

agents? t$(/trich agents were used in the terrorist

attack on the Tokyo subway? rNo had already

developed a method for detecting mustard gas

exposure in alleged victims, even several weeks after

the event. Now we have augmented this achievement

by devising a way to establish exposure to the

highly hazardous nerve gas Sarin. This method,

which expens term unique in the world, enabled

rNo to irrefutably establish exposure to a nerve gas

sharing the structural properties of Sarin (more

generally, an organophosphate anticholinesterase)

shortly after the 1995 Tokyo tragedy.

Our detection methods are based on agents bound

to DNA or to cenain proteins in the blood. They

leave a chemical fingerprint behind. Development

was made possible with support from the Dutbh

and German Defence Ministries and the us

Department of Defense.

The methods are crucial for monitoring compliance

with the Chemical Weapons Convention which is

now law. Their significance is compounded as they

allow identification not only of production

(especially illicit production) ofsuch agents, but

also of the people who make them. The new

method will also be crucial for diagnosing accute

exposure to nerve agents and for optimizing

Eeatment. Since some pesticides (organophosphate

pesticides) are closely related to nerve gases, the

newly developed method may also be helpful for

monitoring human health.

(TNO Prins Mauits Laboratory, Martine Polhuiis)

+ TNO instructing insp€clors who havs to monltor complianca with

the ban on chemical w6apons.

I TNO developed a portablo qFtom lor continuous measuromont

o, blood pressure and ECG lor the 'human resourf,€ fac,ility in the

lntemational Spaco Station Alpha.



Raising the recycling percentage of glass
In glass production, control of the oxidation level (redox) is vital to ensure stability in the melting process.

The oxidation level can be characterized by panial oxygen pressure in the melt. The oxygen pressure in the
glass melt is highly influential in determining the properties of the glass which is being formed. This is

particularly so for the colour of the glass. !(rhere oxygen pressure is too low, the glass will be brown instead
ofgreen. The pressure level can be adjusted by adding certain substances. But this, ofcourse, requires the

pressure level to be known.

In many European countries, around 70 percent of glass is remelted. The large fraction of recycled glass

and the related input of organic contaminants affect oxygen pressure in the melt. This causes the process

parameters to be less clearly defined. To research how the process could be adjusted, the project 'Redox
control for glass packaging recycling'was initiated in 1994 as part of the EUREKA programme 'Packaging

and the Environment in Europe'. Participants included Danone-ssN (France), Heraeus Electro-Nite
(Belgium) and, from the Netherlands, Vereenigde Glasfabrieken, Maltha and tNo. The result was

Rapidox, a new measurement system which determines the oxygen pressure level in the glass melt.
Rapidox is currently being marketed by Heraeus'Electro-Nite, which owns the patent for the invention and

exploits the systems also on behalf of rNo and ssN. The system comprises a sensor for measuring oxygen

pressure in the melt and a mini glass oven which can melt glass up to r5oo degrees Celsius. This combina-
tion can be applied in various stages of the production process. Rapidox also includes a computer program

which can predict the effects of certain additives. Field experiments at Danone-ssN have demonsuated that
Rapidox delivers reliable results, enabling the industry to raise the recycling percentage ofglass.

(rNo Institute of Applied Physics, Anne-Jan Faber)

Epidemiology of the food and cancer relationship
rNo's Netherlands Cohort Study on Nutrition and Cancer, a joint proiect initiated in r986 with the

Maastricht University, produces fascinating results. The research focuses on the relationship between food

consumption and health. \7here statistics involve minute probabilities, large numbers must be researched

to make the conclusions convincing. That is why the proiect has been trakcing more than r2orooo

Netherlands inhabitants for over ten years.

Over the past few decades, numerous suggesdons have been made regarding the relationship between the

consumption of certain food products and the occurrence and prevention of certain types of cancer. The
suggestions and claims that have been made are of immense importance to individual citizens as well as

institutions and companies. All in all, there is an acute need for more certainty on these relationships. The
questions are complex, and various factors are involved that are frequently hard to define. To draw reliable

conclusions, large-scale epidemiological research is required.

Some suggestions and claims have already been proven false. No relationship, for example, could be shown
between fat consumption and breast cancer. Collected data also failed to substantiate any positive effect

caused by flavonoids in fruit and vegetables. On the other hand, there are major indications that fruit and

vegetable consumpdon have a definite preventive impact. This impact, however, is apparently not caused

by flavonoids. An alleged protective effect of tea was another claim that was recently disproved by
overwhelming numerical data: experts' doubts were confirmed.

The significance of this research is illustrated by the four Ph.D. theses it has already produced. Several

more are being prepared. The proiect will continue for at least another ten years.

(TNo Nutrition and Food Reseuch Institute, Smdra Bausch-Goldbohm)





t The SUMMIT system is applied in seismic lield

research on Belgian subsoil.

+ TNO made a detailed analysis of the pile-driving

process as part ol the construction of the Vasco da

Gama bridge over the River Tagus.

A giant with feet of steel
In Ponugal, an impressive bridge-building feat is

nearing completion. A bridge over the River Tagus

is scheduled to be in place by February r998. The
bridge will be 18 kilometres long. Navaponte, the

main contractor, hired TNo to monitor pile driving
operations. The 6.5 km long central section of the

Vasco da Gama bridge consists of 648 steel piles,

each weighing over 2rooo metric tonnes, and

having a diameter of r.7 metres.

This was so successful that rNo was subsequently

asked to make a detailed analysis of the entire pile-

driving process. So Vasco da Gama can rest in
peace: the bridge named after him will stand on

solid ground.

(r'uo Building and Construction Research, Peter

Middendorp)

Charting Belgian clay
The Belgian National Authority for Radioactive
'$7aste and Enriched Fissile Material (Nrnes) was

interested in exploring the geological properties ofa
thick layer of clay in the Belgian subsoil, known as

'Boom's clay'. rNo was invited to perform a seismic

examination to prepare a detailed geological chan
of this formation. The part of the subsoil to be

chaned ranged from around 8o to I,ooo metres

under the surface. Fault lines were to be chaned as

well. Considering the size of the project, this was

quite a challenge.

Seismic research can be briefly summarized as

follows. Sound waves created by minor explosions

(or special vibrators) move downwards. These

waves are partially reflected at the interface of
layers that have different acoustic properties. By

measuring the time of reflection, the depth can be

derived. The echos are recorded on the surface by

geophones.

In the Belgian project around 6o kilomeues of
seismic profile was measured. lJse was made of the

data acquisition and telemetrics system suMMIT,

developed by tNo jointly with Deutsche Montan

Technik. sUMMIT comprises hundreds of small,

ponable units which digitize, save, and pre-process

signals received by the geophones. The geophones

subsequently transmit the signals to a central field

unit.

In tNo's field offrce, the data were converted into a

rough chart of the subsoil and were subsequently

sent to the processing centre at rNo. Initial analysis

revealed that the qualiry of the measurements is

such that the project can be successfully completed

in the shon term.
(Netherlands Institute ofApplied Geoscienc rNo - National

Geological Suney, Sief Meeskes)

rNo has an intemational reputation for testing the

integrity and load-bearing capaciry of piles. The
Foundation Pile Diagnostic System (rnos),

developed by rNo, is the world's most complete

measurement system of its kind. Since pile-driving

has to be done right the first time, this system is

growing rapidly in popularity all over the world.
The result of mistakes is major expense. The nrps
system monitors the pile-driving process and

determines the pile's load-bearing capacity and

integrity after it has been driven.

Initially, rNo was called in to determine the static

load-bearing capaciry ofpiles at four separate sites.



Bioscreens confine Pollution
To cleanse the Dutch soil of the contaminants we

have been putting in it for years, could by some

esdmates cost about NLG roo billion - if conventional

methods are applied. Reason enough to attempt

and find an approach which will be less onerous.

Remediation using micro-organisms offers

attractive opportunities. Examples in the

Netherlands and abroad show that micro-

organisms are capable of limiting the spread of

certain contaminations, as well as removing these

contaminants, thus reducing their environmental

risk.

That is why ruo initiated research on the

effectiveness of'bioscreens'. A bioscreen is

essentially a groove surrounding a contaminated

site. The groove is filled with biologically active,

absorbent material that is suffrciently permeable. A

variant ofthe bioscreen is the so-called'activated

zone' in which no soil is excavated, but where local

micro-organisms are activated through the right

additives.

Research at rNo focuses on the decomposition of
srrx substances (benzene, toluene, ethyl benzene

and xylene) and chlorocarbohydrates (including

pER, rRI and vinyl chloride). In the Dutch National

NoBIS programme, research is focusing on how

these substances can be degraded. The hazardous

substances benzene and vinyl chloride are proving

particularly hard to break down. The application of
bioscreens will therefore require further research.

(TNo Institute of Environmental Sciences, Energy Research

and Process Innovation, Huub Riinaarts)

Designing ships in virtual environments
rNo is investigating what opportunities vim:al

environments (vns) may offer for desigrring ship

control centres, such as the bridge and operation

room. All it takes to enter the virnral environment

is a special vE helmet. The computer tracks the

person's movements and displays the appropriate

images inside the helmet. This allows a desigrrer or

user to assess the functionality of the bridge. By

adding a dynamic-functional model, more

procedures can be evaluated, such as the procedure

for lowering lifeboats into the sea or taking on

supplies.

At the request of the Royal Netherlands Navy, rNo

evaluated several bridge design models for the Air 29

Defence and Command Frigate soon to be built.

Cridcal points in the design included the view from

the bridge and the bridge wings' Vinual

environment techniques allowed an assessment to

be made of the allocation of space on the bridge

and the view from the wings, from the perspective

of several different tasks.

rNo is actively expanding these facilities by

introducing options for picking up and manipulating

obiects in the vinual environment in favour of more

interactive tasks. These techniques are expected to

result in maior changes in ship design methods.

(TNO Human Factors Research Institute, Peter Werkhoven)

+ Virtual snvironmsnt tshnology opons new doors lor ship

d€signeB.

I Field resoarch into soil pollulion.
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Mobility for senior citizens
In the next few years, senior citizens (over SS) will be a growing pan of the Netherlands population. The

characteristics of this part of the population are changing: they become more vocal, healthier and affluent.

In addition, the seniors of the future will have grown up with cars. It is only narural for them to want to

keep the mobility rhey are accustomed to as long as they can. To gain insight into senior citizens' mobility,

the Ministry of Transport, Public r$7orks and Water Management asked rNo to outline supply trends and

possible implications on the traffrc and transport sector. The key questions are: what trends will affect

mobility and mobiliry behaviour of the senior citizen of the future, and what oppoftunities may the

govemment have to influence supply-side uends?

The research identified fourteen trends in transport systems, driving tasks, vehicles and substitute mobiliry

(such as teleshopping). The most significant supply-side rends having a positive impact on senior citizens'

mobility are in the integration of subsystems (linking various transport systems together to form a door-to-

door model), improved access ro and comfort in vehicles as well as the integration of cars and collective

passenger ransporr systems. In particular senior citizens with physical limitations will benefit from these

changes, but ultimately the changes will help everyone. The main focus of senior citizens policy will

therefore be the integration in general mobility policy .

(rxo Road-Vehicles Research Institute, Aleid Hekstra)

New method to predict risk of heart attack
Increased serum cholesterol levels indicate a heightened risk ofheart attack. Cholesterol, however, is not

the only factor. Most heart attack victims do not have high serum cholesterol levels. This indicates that the

predictive value of a determination of cholesterol levels and the preventive value of ways to reduce

cholesterol levels is limited. TNo participated in an intemational research programme with the aim to

evaluate a method that is much more effective in predicting heart attacks'

Atherosclerosis (hardening of the aneries) is accompanied by inflammation processes. These processes can

be identified by a heightened concentration ofa protein known as c-Reactive Protein, or cRP. An extensive

srudy involvin g 2rooo angina pectoris victims and 18 European centres revealed that there is a clear link

between high cnr levels and a heart attack risk. The conclusion is that cRP is a better indicator of the risk

of cardiovascular disease than cholesterol. This discovery shows the way forward for further studies: better

risk estimates may be obtained by combining various risk indicators and risk factors; cRP may be used as

an indicator of pre-clinical atherosclerosis; and inflammation processes may be slowed to prevent heart

attacks.

(rNo Prevention and Health, Frits Haverkate)



industry up to its neck salt water
Oil extraction generates water as a by-product. The amount of water extracted by major oil producers may

even equal the amount of oil produced. Since numerous fields have been exploited for many years, the
amount of water relative to oil may be expected to increase in the future.

This water by-product creates serious environmental problems. The salt conrent is so high that the water
cannot be discharged onto surface water without treatment. And since treatment is expensive, the search

for altematives is intense.

The most obvious altemative is to put the water back where it came from: re-injection into deep geological
formations. Injection in itself is not the main problem. A malor problem is how to establish the required

infrasmrcture for treatment, purification and injection. One of the most difficult questions is how an
injection area could change over time. Injected water contains a certain percentage of microscopic pafiicles

which will clog the pores of the rock, so that pumping the water into the ground will take more effort as

time goes on.

rNo has designed a computer model to optimize the injection infrastructure. The model was designed
joindy with and at the request of Shell Research & Technology Services in the Netherlands. It is intended

to predict the effect of water injection in a given geological formadon and how much pumping capacity will
be required to iniect the predicted amounts of salt water. Plans are to use the model world-wide in Shell

subsidiaries. The development will be completed in ry97.
(TNO Institute of Applied Geoscience, Emile Elewaut)

How to f ind peanuts in food?
An estimated one in every ro,ooo people in the Netherlands is, to some extent, allergic to substances
contained in peanuts. Until now we know little about peanut allergies, and treatment is unavailable.

Symptoms are often more serious than other food allergies. Cases have been reported in which consump-
tion ofa single peanut caused death through anaphylactic shock.

Many products are known to contain peanuts. Others are less clear, such as cookies, chocolate spreads,
soups and breakfast cereal. Sometimes small quantities of peanut subsrances may accidentally end up in a

product. Production equipment used for peanut and non-peanut products must be thoroughly cleaned
before switching from one to the other.

Until recently, the food industry, retail outlets and supermarkets did not have any instrument to check rhe
presence of peanuts in food products. This prompted rNo to develop a quick and simple method based on
the use ofhighly specific antibodies extracted from rabbits. The substances to be analysed are brought into

contact with the antibodies. This reveals the quantity of peanut presenr.in the product. This method,
available in a test kit, is the first in the world that can demonstrate the presence of very small quantities of

peanut in various products. Ttre product is now being used by food companies and retail stores both in the
Netherlands and abroad.

(TNo Nutrition and Food Reserch Institute, Stef Koppelman)





TNo Pharrrra takes off

Bringing new drugs to the market takes substantial

time and investment, both to find substances that
may have a specific medical effect and to test that
effect and safety.

Pharmaceutical companies therefore have an obvious

vested interest in shonening the 'time to market' of
their products. And they are not the only ones. The
user will also benefit from the speediest possible

availability of new drugs. Research and development

costs often make up 15 percent to zo percent of
pharmaceutical companies' budget. This makes the
pharmaceutical industry one of the most active

industries in research and development. The
expenditure is so substantial that it can only be

made where there are world-wide sales to support

it. Estimates indicate that pharmaceutical research

and development to be contracted out is a $3 billion
market worldwide. This market is expected to grow

by at least ro percent annually over the next few
years. Oppomrnities for TNo are numerous.

TNo Pharma got under way on r June 1996. Its
major activity is to coordinate existing activities for
the pharmaceutical industry and to adjust supply

with market demand. rNo Pharma will also

promote its services more actively than in the past

in the pharmaceutical industry. The range of rNo
products for the pharmaceutical industry
encompasses vimrally the entire research and

development path, and is extraordinarily broad.

TNo has fundamental expertise in the causes and

treatrnent options for a range of diseases, particularly

chronic immunologically based diseases and

diseases relating to blood vessels and the connective

tissue of several major organs. Specialist knowledge

is also available on chemical analysis of substances

in complex biological matrices. TNo Pharma also

has extensive expertise in toxicity research on

drugs. A facility is available for research in a model

environment on how pharmaceutical substances

work while they are in the digestive system. This
research can be performed in a unique, computer-
driven model of the gastro intestinal system that
allows an accurate simulation of natural digestive
processes. rNO Pharma also has sophisticated and

varied models for conditions relating to the central

nervous system, the respiratory system and the skin.

The potential of rNo Pharma to become one of the
pharmaceutical industry's most attractive partners

is underlined by a portfolio of such breadth and

depth that rNo is able to respond to the increasing

trend amongst pharmaceutical companies towards

outsourcing a greater portion oftheir R&D. A few

examples follow of the kind of work we have

undertaken to this end.

The previous annual report revealed the success

TNo researchers had in identifying a remarkable

stress protein that seems to occur in relatively high

concentrations in the affected myeline of Multiple
Sclerosis patients. This discovery has attracted

widespread international attention and has opened

the door to potential treatment. The availability of
a broad range ofanalysis techniques played a

significant role. Follow-up research is under way.

Long-term research programmes have given rNo
Pharma researchers more insight into the processes

that lead to the creation of thrombi in the blood
vessels, and a few key substances that are involved

in fibrinolysis have been identified. Colleagues have

developed a method to reveal hypercholesterolaemia

at a very early stage. Page 3r contains a report on a

new method that can determine the likelihood of a

hean attack occurring. It is a method that is based

on measuring c-Reactive Protein, a protein that
occurs in increased concentrations as a result of
atherosclerotic infections in the wall of a blood
vessel.
'We are working on an entirely new technique to
administer vaccines that no longer involve piercing

the skin, but on simply swallowing. In response to a

request from the wHo, research has been carried

out into a method to effect a genetic change in
lactic acid bacteria so that the proteins that feature

in a number of notorious pathogens are

manufactured. These are then introduced within
their cell membrane into the defence system so that
it becomes activated. Such a vaccine can, in a

manner of speaking, be taken with yoghurt.

rNo Pharma is a point of focus within rNo where a

number of institutes collaborate to serve a common

market. These institutes are TNo Prevention and

Health, mto Nutrition and Food Research Institute

and rNo's Prins Maurits I-aboratory. The first of



these concentrates on the nature ofa range of
diseases as well as methods for prevention and

treatment. This is research that involves many

direct and indirect pharmaceutical features,

including the development of new medicines and

diagnostics. rNo Nutrition and Food Research

Institute is world famous for its toxicology research,

and operates very successfully in this area on the

Japanese market. In addition, it has a very

sophisticated instrumentation that can carry out

biochemical analyses. TNo's Prins Maurits

I-aboratory has a very special role. It is one ofruo's
defence institutes and specializes in protection

against biological and chemical weapons. The

expertise that is derived from such research

provides an important supplement to the

knowledge that is available at the other institutes.



Rapid prototyping

In the nineties a shon time to market is one of the

most decisive competition parameters to the

manufacturing industry. rNo's task is to define

solutions for making products not only cheaper and

better, but also faster. The general trends are

unmistakable. The number of variations of a single

product marketed in r99o doubled relative to r97o.

The complexity of the average product also

doubled in the same period. By contrast, product
lifespan and required delivery time dropped by half
in that period.

The initial stage of an innovation process has taken

on new sigrrificance in this multi-dimensional
competitive scenario. In the development stage for
a new product, for instance, an estimated 80

percent of product quality and 7o percent of cost
price are determined. The significance of a shon
time to market is illustrated as total profit eamed

on many products will drop by 3o percent if the
products are marketed six months later.

Product development has long been a specialty of
the rxo Institute of Industrial Technology.

Conventionally, there was first a concept stage,

followed by a design stage. Then came the

engineering stage and a zero series. After a test

stage, production started. This process can be

accelerated with cau/cau technology. Further
acceleration can be achieved by allowing the

different stages in the product development process

to partially overlap. This will allow any problems

that may arise to be discovered sooner. This
solution, known as concurrent engineering, shifts

strategic decision points forward.

For concurrent engineering to work, it is crucial for
all participants in the process to have clear and

unequivocal information throughout the process. It
is this need for information that is met by rapid
prototyping, potentially in combination with virtual
or physical representation. Not surprisingly, rapid
prototyping has generated widespread interest in
recent years. The prototype is the most accurate
possible representation ofthe final product.

Conventionally, manufacruring took time to
milling, tuming, grinding, and moulding. It also

took effons, and mistakes were easily made.

Wherever possible, this stage was simply skipped -
sometimes with disastrous results. But now the link
from digitised three-dimensional models with
computer-driven design techniques makes it
possible to produce products even with complex

designs in a shon period of time.

Over the past ten years, several different methods

have become available which share the common

trait that they build the protorype layer by layer.

These methods are used primarily where only one

model is required. Where there is a need for more

than one model, the cost factor often makes it
advisable to use the primary prototype as a model

for the manufacture of a special mould (which itself
is made with rapid protoqping techniques). The
mould is then used to make a larger series.

TNo Institute of Industrial Technology's Product

Manufacturing Division has broad experience with
these techniques in their applications for numerous

purposes and clients. Fused Deposition Modelling,
involving layer by layer construction through
extrusion of filamentary material, is one of the

methods rNo Instirute of Industrial Technology
applies. Ubbink, a Dutch firm, faced the task of
developing an oudet for a flue gas exhaust system.

The structure had to be such that no icicles would

develop, and it had to meet aerodynamic standards.

An roru protorype was used to define the

aerodynamic propefiies.

TNo Road-Vehicles Research Institute uses

dummies to perform collision tests. The shoulder

structure of existing dummies was adapted to

simulate a child since a entirely new series of child

dummies for side collision tests was not yet

available. Vacuum moulding technology was used

to mould several shoulders from relatively soft

materials that had absorbent qualities. After the

collision experiments, the material with the proper

degree ofhardness was selected.

Not long ago, Solvay Duphar introduced a new

hormone substitute therapy for middle-aged

women. TNo Institute of Industrial Technology

specially developed a deluxe, re-usable blister

holder. A sister modeVprototype was



manufactured, and ten models were vacuum

moulded in a silicon mould. Solvay Duphar took

the results to several sales organisations abroad to

assess market response at an early stage. The final

result was a substantial reduction ofthroughput
time and of stan-up costs.

Over the past few years, numerous companies have

successfully hired rNo Institute of Industrial

Technology for the manufacture of form models to

assess such aspects as image and ergonomics,

functional models to test technical feasibility and

prototypes as a final check on size accuracy and

tolerance and to assess production and assembly

properties.

Rapid prototyping, of course, is not the only

solution for the time-to-market issue. When

production starts, for instance, the required tools

are a major concem. Manufacture of these tools

must meet standards of quality and speed. This

takes us to the field of rapid tooling, which is still

developing. The first steps, however, have been

taken. rNo Institute of Industrial Technology also

covers the assembly stage. W'emdl, a German

company, wished to reinforce its market leader

position in Europe through the introduction of a

new line of office furniture. To obtain meaningful

responses from the market, $Terndl needed eight

furniture protot,'pes, which were not to be

distinguished from real products. rNo Institute of
Industrial Technology met this need without
having to develop special tools. The solution was

ctir,/r-wrr/ctu and rapid prototyping techniques.
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38 Names en addresses
(situation as at r April r997)

rNo Institute of Industrial Technology

Prof. D.C. Boshuisen, n.sc.

r.o. Box 5o73

NL-26oo cB Delft

Phone+3r 15 260 89 09 Fax+3tt526087 56

rNo Institute ofApplied Physics

J.D. van Ziiverden, u.sc.

r.o. Box r55

Nr,-z6oo eo Delft

Phone +3r 15 269 20 oo ps +lr rJ 269 il \

TNo Road-Vehicles Research Institute

P.D. van der Koogh, u,sc.

e.o. Box 6o33

NL-26oo JA Delft

Phone+3r tS26969oo Fu+3r r5 26207 66

rNo Buildiag and Constmction Research

Prof. C. Gouwens, M.Sc.

p.o, Box 49

NL-26oo AA Delft

Phone +3r r5 284 20 oo Fax +3r 15 284 39 90

TNo Nutrition and Food Research Institute

Prof. Dr. P.J. van Bladeren

P.o. Box 35o

NL-37oo AJ Zeist

Phone +3r 30 694 41 44 Fax+3t 30 695 72 24

.I]No Prevention md Health

Dr. !7.R.F. Nonen

n.o.Box zzr5

Nt -z3or cr I:iden

Phone +3r 71 5r8 18 18 Fax +3r 7t 5r8 19 ro

TNo Physics and Electronics Laboratory

Dr, J.rff. Maas

r.o. Box 96864

Nr,-25o9;c The Hague

Phone +3I 70 374 oo oo Fax+3r 70 328 09 6r

TNo Prhs Mawits Laboratory

R.M. Lutje Schipholt, u.sc.

P.o. Box 45

Nr-zz8o ee Riiswijk

Phone*3r 1528428 42 Fax+3r 15 28439gr

TNo Human Factors Research Institute

Dr- A. vm Meeteren

P.o. Box 23

NL-3769 zG Soesterberg

Phone +3r 346 35 62 rr FaD. +3t 346 35 39 77

TNo Institute ofEnvironmental Sciences, Energy and

Process Innovation

L.F.L.M. Bousardt, tvt.sc.

P.o. Box 342

NL-73oo AM Apeldoom

Phone +31 55 549 34 93 Fax +3r 55 54r 98 37

I-No Centre for Technology and Policy Studies

Prof. Dr. J. de Vuijst

P.O, Box 54r

Nr,-73oo ervr Apeldoom

Phone +3r 55 549 35 oo Fax +3r 55 542 14 58

tNo Imo

J.A. Blom, M.Sc.

P.o. Box 604r

NL-25oo JA Delft

Phone +3r rj 269 68 68 Fax +3r 15 262 43 4t

Netierlands Institute ofApplied Geoscience rNo - National

Geological Survey

Dr. H. Speelman

Delft location p.o, Box 6012

Nr,-z6oo ye Delft

Phone +3r $ 269 69 oo Fax +3r 15 256 48 oo

Haadem location P.o. Box 157

NL-2000 AD Haarlem

Phone +3I 23 53o 03 oo Fax +3r 23 535 16 14



Corpomte Departments

Secretariet of the TNo Board of Management

Ms. D.B. vau ![eben-Moonen (ti[ r July rggZ)

H.P.C. !7e11en, LLM, (from r July 1997)

P.o. Box 5ooo

Nr,-z6oo ;rr Delft

PhoDe+3r tS26969oo Fer(+3r rj 2627381

rNo Pe6onnel aod Orgenization Department

R.H.E. lTesterhof

P.o. Box 6090

NL-26oo IA Delft

Phone +3r 15 269 69 oo Fa:r +3r 15 269 49 73

nro Finaoce and Adminirtt'ation Departrnent

\tr. Kooijmans, lv1Sc.

P.o. Box 6080

m.-z6oopDelft

Phonc +3r tS 269 69 oo For +3r 15 262 73 27

TNo Marketing DeXrartment

P. Spohr, M.Sc.

P.o, Box 6070

xr,-z6oo;e Dclft

Phone +3r r5 269 69 oo Fsx +3t 15 269 75 06

rINo Corporate Commuaicationg Departrnent

J. Bnrin, M.Sc.

P.o. Box 6050

Nr,-z6ooye Dclft

Phone+3r $ 269 4990 Fez+3r t5262 7335

TNo Facility Marra8tment Departtnetrt

RA.PJ. Sctrulzc, M.Sc.

P.o. Box 5060

NL-26oo JA Delft

PhoDc+3r r526969oo Fu,+3t 15269?7 t,

rr.to Ddeoce Rcsearch Couacil

Dr. HJ. Pssmea

P.o. Box 6op6

rc-26ooJA Dclft

Phonc +3r rj 268 59 oo Fu,+?t 15 262 73 t9

Institurions and companies coDnected with rNo

rfNo Certificatiorl

L. Bouwer,

P,O. Box 54r

NL-73ooAM Apeldoom

Phone+3I 555493468 Fqn +3I 55 549 32 88

TNo PatenB and Uceneing

B. Stork, u.sc.

P.o. Box 3o9

NL-228o AIr Riiswiik

Phooe +3I 7o 398 66 66

TNO Ma[agiement BV

L Bouwer

P.o. Box 6080

rc-z6oopDelft

Phone +3t 15 269 49 59

Fax +3r 70 399 9r 25

Fo( +3r t5 262 73 93

gg Qlganing Techniques Research Insdtute

F.R Bogtetra, M.Sc.

P.o. Box 6062

Nr-z6oopDelft

Phore +3r rS 269 69 24 Fgr( +3r 15 255 oz 58

TNo-Nethedands Institute for Carbohydrate Research

Dr. J.P. Geens

Rouaanstraat z7

NLr723 CC cfoningen

Phone +3r 5o 369 46 94 Fs:( +3t 50 3r2 88 9t

m{o Quality Management Group av

Dt. C.T.B. Ahaus

r.o. Box 342

Nr,-73oo An Apeldoom

Phoue +3r 55 549 34 40 Fax +3I 55 549 34 39

pL-TNo Menagiement and Information ConsultanB BY

t ICM. Adriaansen, M.Sc.

Eh, R Kwifkers

De Rua rr5o

Nb55o3 uveldhovea

Phone+3r 4023o9!oo

39

Fax +3I 40 23o 93 II



40 NIA TNO BV

Prof. Dr. F.D. Pot

B.G.M. Ris, M.Sc.

P.o. Box 75665

Nl-ro7o AR Amsterdam

Phone +3r 20 S4g 86 rt Fax +3r 20 646 23 to

'[-n-()/acadcmic joint I cnturcs

TNO-RUL Centre for Phytotechnology

Dr. R.F.M. van Gorcom

$?'assenaameweg 64

NL-2333 AL kiden

Phone +3r 7t 527 49 14 Fu +3r 7r 527 48 63

TNo Centre for Protein Technology

Dr. RJ. Hamer

P.o. Box 360

Nr,-37oo e.J Zeist

Phone+3r 30 694 47 96 Fax+3t 30 69572 24

Centre for Veterinary Health md Enviromental Hygiene

Dr. H. Hofsua

n.o. Box 36o

NL-37oo AJ zeist

Phone +3r 30 694 46 50 Fax +3r 30 695 72 24

'rNo Centre for Soil Management and Remediation

Technologies

Prof. Dr. rV. Harder

r,.o. Box 342

NL-73oo AH Apeldoom

Phone +3r 55 549 39 04 Fa +3r 55 549 98 37

TNo-TUE Centre for Building Reseuch

L.C.J- van Luemburg, M.Sc.

P.o. Box 5r3

N'I--56oo MB Eindhoven

Phone+3r 40 247 27 t5 Fu+3r 40 2438595

TNo-T1JD Centre for Lightweight Smrctures

Dr. J. Olijslager

A. Beukers, M.Sc.

e.o. Box 5o58

Nr-z6oo cn Delft

Phone +3r t5 278 17 78 Fu +3r r5 278 71 5t

Business (lentres

TNo Centre for Soil and Sediment Remediation Reseach
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